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Snuggly jumpers, frosty
mornings, family, friends
and food, food, food —
the holidays are coming,
and we couldn’t be more
excited. Spread the love
and share the joy with
these creative treats.
Capture every last moment
of the festive fun in
fabulous Lomography style!

NEW TO THE FAMILY
We’re constantly thinking of new and exciting
ways to push the boundaries of experimental
photography, and this year we’ve been working
hard to keep the analogue fire burning. From
crazy color-shifting film to the world’s first
interchangeable lens instant camera, check out
the latest additions to the Lomography family!

Lomo’Instant
Automat Riviera
Make a splash with this
ocean-inspired memory
maker. Packed with
creative features this
instant inspiration, is
everything you need
to capture your holiday
adventures.
Shop Now

Fisheye No. 2
Caspian
With a gorgeous
gold-toned design
and an impressive
170° field of view,
this friendly fisheye
is everything you
need to shake up your
perspective.
Shop Now

Lomo’Instant
Explorer
Fashion meets function —
designed by KristopherH,
this gorgeous memory
maker comes packed
with creative features
and lets you print your
memories in seconds.
Shop Now

Sprocket Rocket
Teal 2.0
The world’s only
35 mm camera
dedicated to
sprocket holes!
The Sprocket
Rocket Teal 2.0
is a panoramic
camera made
for capturing the
bigger picture in
an unmistakably
analogue style.
Shop Now

Naiad 3.8/15
Art Lens
Broaden your horizons with
this super wide 15 mm glass
lens built for the Neptune
Convertible Art Lens System.
Shop Now

INSTANT INSPIRATION
Whether you’re capturing cozy nights next to
the fireplace, snapping the season’s celebrations
or working on a new experimental series,
Lomography’s line of inspiring instant cameras
has got you covered with their automatic
exposure, creative features, and powerful flash.
Shop Now

Lomo’Instant
Wide
Twice as wide and
double the fun, this
instant inspiration
features a PC sync socket
for extra creative options.
Shop Now

Lomo’Instant
Square Glass
Rocking an ultra-sharp
glass lens, this fully
analogue snapper
is your key bolder,
sharper instant
masterpieces.
Shop Now

Lomo’Instant
Automat Glass
Rocking a super-sharp glass lens,
this memory maker is everything
you need to snap in style this
holiday season.
Shop Now

MARVELOUS MEDIUM
FORMAT CAMERAS
Nothing screams film quite like the sweet
square frames of 120 format — capturing life in
unapologetically analogue detail. Mix n’ match
the world with multiple exposures, and light up
those long winter nights with long-exposure bulb
mode — the key to photographic freedom is in
your hands.

LC-A 120
With its ultra-sharp
glass lens and expert
automatic exposure,
this compact camera
is ready for whatever
comes your way.
Shop Now

Belair X
6-12
Made for shooting
sweeping
landscapes, this
stylish camera can
capture even the
biggest and wildest
of the season’s
festivities.
Shop Now

Diana F+
Fill your memories with
amazing analogue
surprises and beautifully
soft vignetting with this
iconic creative camera.
Shop Now

CLASSIC 35 MM CAMERAS
From powerful pocket snappers to spectacular
panoramic spinners, Lomography’s super shop
has it all. Whether you’re looking to capture
heartwarming holiday memories or you’re
planning your next experimental escapade,
Lomography has a camera for you. Are you
ready to be bold?

La Sardina
This snapper will have
you experimenting with
wonderful wide-angles and
magical multiple exposures
from now until forever!
Shop Now

Lomo LC-A
The camera that started
it all. Frame your happy
holiday snaps in vivid
colors, punchy saturation
and moody vignetting.
Shop Now

Konstruktor
Build your own camera
from scratch with the
Konstruktor kit!
“A little money, a little elbow
grease, a lot of camera”
— The Verge
Shop Now

BESPOKE ART LENSES
Celebrate the holidays with a gorgeous glass
optic for your analogue or digital camera. A
unique combination of old and new, Lomography
Art Lenses use modern technology to produce
beautiful effects inspired by classic photography.
Choose between swirly bokeh, ethereal aesthetics
and superbly sharp focus.

Petzval 58
Bokeh Control
Art Lens
With a unique bokeh
control ring, this gorgeous
optic gives you full control
over the swirly bokeh in your
shot. It’s perfect for portraits.
Shop Now

Neptune
Convertible
Art Lens
System
Packed with
interchangeable
35 mm, 50 mm and
80 mm glass lenses,
this powerful package
is everything you need on
any adventure.
Shop Now

Daguerreotype
Achromat
2.9/64 Art
Lens
Drape your memories
in dreamy soft focus,
and turn those fairy
lights into fantastic
bokeh shapes using
creative aperture plates.
Shop Now

FANTASTIC FILM
Trippy tonal-shifters, moody monochromes, and
classic color negatives — Lomography has a funky
film for every occasion. Whether you shoot on
35 mm, medium format or baby 110, Lomography
will help you keep your inspiration rolling all
year round.

Lomography
Color Tiger 110
Lomography Black
And White
Take a break from chaotic
colors and plunge the
world into moody
monochrome with our ISO
100 and 400 emulsions.

We love pocket-sized 110
cameras. Capture your
memories on this
marvelously
miniscule format.
Shop Now

Shop Now

Lomography Color
Negative
Snap away those
festive days on a roll of
charismatic color negative
film. Available in ISO 100
to 800, there’s nothing
this fantastic film can’t do.
Shop Now

WHAT THE HELL IS
LOMOGRAPHY?
Established in 1992 by a group of footloose Viennese
students, the Lomographic Society International is
photography’s wild child. Fuelled by fiery passion
and burning curiosity, we blasted off our free-spirited
movement when we stumbled across the Lomo LC-A
— the most popular Russian camera of the 1980s, now
famed for its quirky aesthetic. We wasted no time at
all and created our Ten Golden Rules (lomography.
com/about/the-ten-golden-rules), and we’ve dutifully
followed them ever since. Today — with over 1 million
creative members — Lomography is a license to let
loose; an invitation to ignite your inspiration, and
a platform to catapult your shots around the globe.
Whether you’re a complete novice or a seasoned pro, we
believe that you harness the power to create something
incredible. From crazy color-shifting film to bespoke Art
Lenses, innovative instants to classic analogue cameras
we’re dedicated to designing and producing all the
photographic tools you need.

WHO THE HELL ARE
LOMOGRAPHERS?
Lomographers are anyone and everyone with a
passion for photography, and a hunger for pushing the
boundaries. Keen to leave no memory uncaptured, no
story untold and no film unexposed, the Lomography
community have uploaded over 15 million photos
over the last 20 years (lomography.com/photos) — the
largest online archive of analogue and experimental
photography in the world. Lomographers use innovative
photography tools to stretch their imagination, learn
new tricks at workshops, enter their favorite shots
into Lomography competitions, and read photography
interviews and creative tips in the Lomography
magazine. They dance like there’s no tomorrow at
parties, and attend countless exhibitions hosted in
Lomography Gallery Stores worldwide. Their thirst to
travel, experiment, make mistakes, share and experience
LIFE in all its beautiful, bizarre and bewildering glory is
what keeps Lomographers restless on this little planet
we call Earth.

All products are available online at www.lomography.com and in our
Lomography Gallery Stores. Stock may vary depending on region.
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